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GREATER WELLINGTON REGIONAL COUNCIL
PROPOSED NATURAL RESOURCES PLAN FOR THE WELLINGTON
REGION
HEARING PANEL MINUTE 12
Hearing Stream 1
27 June 2017
MINUTE/DIRECTIONS FOLLOWING PARTIES RESPONSES TO MINUTE 5
1. Conferencing on the definition of Regionally Significant Infrastructure (RSI), is taking
place today Tuesday 27 June 2017.
2. In our request for that conferencing we set out in Minute 7, dated 15 June 2017, that;
“the conferencing participants will be limited to expert planning witnesses only
and only those submitters who have tabled or presented expert planning
evidence in Hearing Stream 1 in relation to those two matters shall attend.”
3. Today, the Panel received a retrospective request for a waiver to allow a different
planning expert to that who prepared evidence for Hearing Steam 1, to attend the RSI
conferencing session.
4. The request is from the Wellington International Airport Limited (WIAL), to allow Ms C
Hunter, a planner at Mitchell Daysh, to attend the conferencing session on the definition
of RSI. The reason for seeking the waiver set out in the request is that Mr J Kyle for the
consultant planner who prepared evidence for Hearing Stream 1, is not available for the
conferencing session.
5. The memorandum for the retrospective request from Ms Dewar, legal counsel for WIAL,
set out that, in line with the Panel’s previous memoranda on such waivers, that Ms Hunter
has adopted Mr Kyle’s evidence and that Ms Hunter understood that she was not able to
raised additional matters beyond the scope of that evidence.
6. Accordingly, recognising the matters set out in paragraph 5 above, the waiver is granted.
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_____________________________
Mark St.Clair
Chair
For and on behalf of
Proposed Natural Resources Plan Hearing Panel
27 June 2017
Note 1: The Hearings Officer is the Council’s ‘point of contact’ for submitters and the media.
The contact email address is: regionalplan@gw.govt.nz
Note 2: The Councils website address is: http://www.gw.govt.nz/proposed-natural-resourcesplan/.

